[New modalities of mechanical ventilation].
In the last few years new mechanical ventilation modalities have been developed that aim to improve the characteristics of mechanical ventilation and its adaptation to the patient. Volume-programmed and pressure-controlled ventilation (volume-controlled pressure-adjusted, adaptable pressure ventilation, autoflow ventilation) attempt to combine the advantages of volume and pressure ventilation by controlling volume but with decelerated flow. These types of ventilation can be programmed in controlled, assisted, intermittent mandatory ventilation, or support ventilation mode. Other modalities offer pressure ventilation with continuous flow during the respiratory cycle (BIPAP, DUOPAP, APRV) and allow the patient to breathe spontaneously. Some ventilators have new modalities (adaptable support ventilation) that calculate the best minute ventilation according to the patient's weight and the level of support required. The ventilator provides support according to spontaneous respiratory frequency and tidal volume. Other modalities (proportional assist ventilation) provide support according to the patient's respiratory efforts. These new modalities can improve the adaptation of mechanical ventilation to the patient. None of these modalities are superior to the others. The choice of ventilation mode should be individualized according to each patient's characteristics.